6.4

P R E VE N T I ON AND TRAINING

ISSUE BRIEF
POLICY GOAL

State law mandates trafficking-specific training on victim-centered investigations
and prosecutions for prosecutors.
PROSECUTORS HAVE AN ENORMOUS POTEN-

tial to positively impact the lives of child victims and
secure justice against their offenders. A successful and
victim-centered prosecution relies on recognizing the
indicators of victimization and an understanding of the
dynamics of sex trafficking,1 which may include victims’
trauma responses, perpetrator’s use of force, fraud, and
coercion, and victim-offender intersectionality. To support prosecutors’ role in ensuring child victims’ access
to justice in the criminal justice process, state law should
mandate the provision of training on child sex trafficking to facilitate appropriate charging and plea-bargaining decisions and support victim-centered prosecutions.
Trafficking-specific training is particularly imperative
for prosecutors because of victim-offender intersectionality that frequently occurs in trafficking cases. Prosecutors face particular challenges as they may be both in the
position of working with child sex trafficking victims as
victim-witnesses and also in the position of prosecuting
child sex trafficking victims for crimes they commit as
a result of their victimization. Studies have shown that
conditions of the juvenile justice process, secure confinement, and the stigma of criminal records further
harm and traumatize child sex trafficking victims.2 To
minimize re-traumatization, prosecutors should consider alternative responses that take the impact of victimization into account when addressing criminal or delinquent activity.3
Furthermore, trafficking-specific training for prosecutors is important because the victims’ trauma may impact a human trafficking case differently than it may
other types of cases. Victims of child sex trafficking are
unlikely to self-identify, they may have trauma bonds

with their traffickers that result in efforts to protect
them, and they may waver in terms of participation in
support services and investigation processes.4 This may
increase the amount of time needed to build rapport,
empower the victim throughout the process to enhance
participation, and address inconsistencies in statements
across time. Accordingly, state law should also include
a mandate that prosecutors receive training on victim-centered investigations and prosecutions, which respect the dignity of the victim and strive to meet their
needs and wishes.5
While some agencies voluntarily require trafficking-specific training for their prosecutors, codifying these
training requirements in state law remains important.
Mandating this effort through state law recognizes the
complexity of sex trafficking prosecutions and ensures
that these efforts will continue as agency-level priorities as needs change. Further, mandating training can
offer an opportunity to ensure uniformity and quality
of training across the state. Quality training facilitates
accurate understanding and uniform enforcement of sex
trafficking laws and equips prosecutors statewide with
tools for successfully prosecuting these crimes.
Finally, to guide the implementation, states should consider including additional language on training requirements within the law. For example, state law should
ensure that the training content is survivor-informed
by a group of survivors with a diverse set of experiences who can provide valuable first-hand knowledge related to traffickers, buyers, grooming and recruitment
tactics, and victim vulnerabilities as well as successful
methods for identifying and engaging this population
in the investigation process.6 State law may also provide
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direction related to content such as requiring that the
training address victim-offender intersectionality and
trauma-informed, victim-centered responses. With the

DRAFTING CONSIDERATIONS:

breadth of survivor-informed training resources available, prosecutors could utilize existing resources to fulfill training requirements.

TO ACCOMPLISH THIS POLICY GOAL, STATE LAW SHOULD…

X

Mandate trafficking-specific training on victim-centered investigations and prosecutions for prosecutors.

X

Require both initial and on-going trafficking-specific trainings.

RELATED ISSUES:
2.5

State law prohibits the criminalization of minors under 18 for prostitution offenses
and establishes a services-referral protocol as an alternative to arrest.

2.6

State law prohibits the criminalization of child sex trafficking victims for status
offenses, and misdemeanor and non-violent felony offenses committed as a result
of their trafficking victimization.

2.7

State law prohibits the criminalization of child sex trafficking victims for sex
trafficking and commercial sexual exploitation offenses, including accomplice
and co-conspirator liability, committed as a result of their trafficking
victimization.

2.8

State law provides child sex trafficking victims with an affirmative
defense to violent felonies committed as a result of their trafficking
victimization.

SUPPORTING RESOURCES:
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